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1. The conjecture of LindelSf asserts that (with s it) for => 1/2,
Is 1 ->- 1/10, with an arbitrary small > 0, the inequality

(1.1) ’(s)[ _-< 41(2 + It I)
holds, where i’(s) stands for the Riemann zeta-function and dl (and later
d:, depends only upon . As is well known this is unproved, just as is
Riemann’s conjecture. As to the latter I found in 1943 the following
theorem.

For the existence of a 0 with 1/2 -<_ < 1 such that for an arbitrarily small
v > 0 the half-plane a => + v contains only a finite number of zeros of (s),
the existence of positive numerical a and with the following property is
necessary and sucient" For (t > 0 and)

(1.2) c1_-< -<_ N_-< N1 < N-< 2N,

the inequality

(1.3) eitlogp

holds. Here (and also later) cl, c.,
stants, p for primes.

N log N

stand for positive numerical con-

Having this theorem I was interested by a communication of U. V. Linnik
(without exact formulation and proof) in 1947 or 1948 that an equivalence
theorem concerning LindelSf’s conjecture can be established in terms of the
sums

(1.4) vl <=, <=N d(n)etl.
When I discussed this communication with A. Selberg in Princeton in 1948, he
remarked, again without exact formulation and proof, that such an equiva-
lence theorem can be given in terms of sums

(1.5) ,_
e
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too. Having once this idea it was not difficult to reconstruct the theorem
(at least with the factor (-1)n in the summand) and its rather straight-
forward proof. I was convinced that this theorem is a commonplace among
the "f-lists"; the study of the excellent book of Titchmarsh on the Riemann
zeta-function and the subsequent pertinent literature makes me now, after
more than ten years, wonder whether I was right. Thus it seems worthwhile
to publish this theorem, which runs as follows.
For the truth of Lindel6f’s conjecture the truth of the inequality

(1.6) ,_
1) ’e-"’ < d N/+ 2 +

with an arbitrarily small e > 0 is necessary and sucient.

The sufficiency of (1.6) follows at once, since, if we put

s (- 1)e-,
for1/2 +2e-<_ a-<_ 2wehave

(1_22_).(s) Sv(l 1
_- - (N + )

< 6d2(2 +It I)

From this one gets (1.1) quite easily.

N--1/2 < d3(2 +It

3. As to the necessity we suppose the truth of (1.1). Putting

f(s) 1- r(s)
=1 U

we get fora => 1/2by(1.1)

(3.1) I/()[ =< d( +l [)/.
Now we consider, with the integer N 2 and w u W @, the integral

f+,o+ (N + )f(w + it) dw.
1(3.2) J(t)
+,o- w

Replacing f(w -l- it) by its Dirichlet-series we get

fJ(t) (-1)"+n-it 1 x+/,og+, ((N + 1/2)In) dw
=I - 1+1/logN--iN

(3.3)
N

( 1)"+e-i’g’
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owing to the well-known formula

f( { for1 x
dw

2ri l+l/logN) w for

Hence partial integration gives from (3.3)
N

( 1)n+le--itlgn Jv(t)

(3.4) (C3 E nl+llgg

x>l,
O<x<l.

N+1/2log
n

< c log N.

(The inequality (3.4) could also be deduced from Lemma 3.12 of Titchmarsh’s
book.) Applying Cauchy’s theorem to the rectangle with vertices

1 + 1/log N +/- iN, 1/2 +/- iN,
we get

Jv(t) (1/2vi)(J( + J) + J),
where (with the sme integmnd s in (3.2))

j, j j’
1+1/logN--iN 1/2--iN 1/2+iN

Using (3.1) we get easily

dJ < (N + )(2 + tl + N) d
(3.5)

< g(2 + ti + N) < d(2 + It I)N’
) Finally from (3.1)nd the sme for

J)l < (N + )/ 1 d(2 +l 0 +t I) el2 dO

< d7N/2+/2(2 + $ [)/2 log N < dsN/2+(2 + It I) .
In view of this, (3.4), and (3.5), the necessity of (1.6) is also proved.
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